Abstract. In this note we generalize an extension theorem in [5] and [9] of the mean curvature flow to the H k mean curvature flow under some extra conditions. The main difficult problem in proving the extension theorem is to find a suitable version of Michael-Simon inequality for the H k mean curvature flow, and to do a suitable Moser iteration process. These two problems are overcame by imposing some extra conditions which may be weakened or removed in our forthcoming paper [7] . On the other hand, we derive some estimates for the generalized mean curvature flow, which have their own interesting.
Introduction
Let M be a compact n-dimensional hypersurface without boundary, which is smoothly embedded into the (n + 1)-dimensional Euclidean space R n+1 by the map (1.1)
The generalized mean curvature flow (GMCF), an evolution equation of the mean curvature H(·, t), is a smooth family of immersions F (·, t) : M → R n+1 given by (1.2) ∂ ∂t F (·, t) = −f (H(·, t))ν(·, t), F (·, 0) = F 0 (·), where f : R → R is a smooth function, depending only on H(·, t), with some properties to guarantee the short time existence, and ν(·, t) is the outer unit normal on M t := F (M, t) at F (·, t). The short time existence of the GMCF has been established in [8] . Namely, if f ′ > 0 along the GMCF, then it always admits a smooth solution on a maximal time interval [0, T max ) with T max < ∞. Setting f the identity function is the classical mean curvature flow; on the other hand, if we choose f (x) to be some power function x k , then one gets the H k mean curvature flow. In this note we mainly focus on the H k mean curvature flow, but partly results on the GMCF are also derived.
In general, Huisken [3] proved that the mean curvature flow develops to singularities in finite time: Suppose that T max < ∞ is the first singularity time for the mean curvature flow. Then sup Mt |A|(t) → ∞ as t → T max .
Recently, Cooper [1] , Le-Sesum [5] , and Xu-Ye-Zhao [9] proved an extension theorem on the mean curvature flow under some curvature conditions. A natural question is whether we can generalize it to the GMCF, in particular, the H k mean curvature flow. In this note, we give a partial answer to this question. Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the integers n and k are greater than or equal to 2 and that n + 1 ≥ k. Suppose that M is a compact n-dimensional hypersurface without boundary, smoothly embedded into R n+1 by the function F 0 . Consider the H k mean 1 curvature flow on M ∂ ∂t F (·, t) = −H k (·, t)ν(·, t), F (·, 0) = F 0 (·).
If
(a) h ij (t) ≥ Cg ij (t) along the H k mean curvature flow for an uniform constant C > 0, (b) for some α ≥ n + k + 1, Remark 1.2. When k = 1, n + 1 ≥ k is trivial and the condition (a) should be weaken to be h ij (t) ≥ −Cg ij (t) for some uniform constant C > 0 (see [5] and [9] ). we don't know the condition n + 1 ≥ k is necessary, but in this note it is a technique assumption when we use the similar method in [5] . In the forthcoming paper [7] , we want to at least weaken the condition (a) and to remove the assumption n + 1 ≥ k.
H(t)
For the generalized mean curvature flow, we have the following two interesting estimates. Theorem 1.3. Suppose that the integers n and k are greater than or equal to 2. Suppose that M is a compact n-dimensional hypersurface without boundary, smoothly embedded into R n+1 by the function F 0 . Consider the GMCF
Suppose that f ∈ C ∞ (Ω) for an open set Ω ⊂ R, and that v is a smooth function on M × [0, T ] such that its image is contained in Ω. Consider the differential inequality
and also let
We denote by S the set of all functions f ∈ C ∞ (Ω), where Ω ⊂ R is the domain of f , satisfying
For any β ≥ 2 and q > γ γ−2 , there exists a positive constant C n,k,T (C 0,q , C 1 , β, q), depending only on n, k, T, β, q, C 0,q , C 1 , and Vol(M ), such that, for any f ∈ S,
where (the definition of B n,k,T is given in Section 3)
, and η is any smooth function on M × [0, T ] with the property that
where
n,k,T . Corollary 1.4. Suppose that the integers n and k are greater than or equal to 2. Suppose that M is a compact n-dimensional hypersurface without boundary, smoothly embedded into R n+1 by the function F 0 . Consider the GMCF
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Evolution equations for GMCF
In this section we fix our notation and derive some evolution equations for the GMCF. Let g = {g ij } be the induced metric on M obtained by pullbacking the standard metric g R n+1 of R n+1 . We denote by A = {h ij } the second fundamental form and dµ = det(g ij ) the volume form on M , respectively. Using the local coordinates system and above notation, the mean curvature can be expressed as
For any two mixed tensors, say T = {T i jk } and S = {S i jk }, their inner product relative to the induced metric g is given by
Then the norm of the tensor T is written as
where ·, · R n+1 denotes the Euclidean inner product of R n+1 . Let ∇ denote the induced Levi-Civita connection on M . Hence for an vector X = {X i } we have
where Γ i jk is the Christoffel symbol locally given by
The induced Laplacian operator ∆ on M is defined by
jk . Moreover, the Laplacian operator ∆h ij can be written as
We write g(t) = {g ij (t)}, A(t) = {h ij (t)}, ν(t), H(t), dµ(t), ∇ t , and ∆ t the corresponding induced metric, second fundamental form, outer unit normal vector, mean curvature, volume form, induced Levi-Civita connection, and induced Laplacian operator at time t. The position coordinates are not explicitly written in the above symbols if there is no confusion. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward, but is more tedious than that in the classical setting.
From the evolution equation for the mean curvature H(t), it is natural to introduce the generalized Laplacian operator associated to the function f . Put
. It is a special case of the following differential inequality
which is also discussed in [4] .
A version of Michael-Simon inequality
Let us consider that M is the standard sphere S n which is immersed into R n+1 by F 0 . Just as in Example 2.1 [5] , the H k mean curvature flow with initial data F 0 has the formula F (t) = r(t)F 0 . Hence
This ODE gives r(t)
, which is finite if α < n + k + 1. Here ω n denotes the area of S n . It implies that the constant α in Theorem 1.1 is optional. When α = n + k + 1, we consider a rescaling transformation
is invariant under the following rescaling transformation
Remark 3.1. In general, we consider the rescaling transformation of the GMCF
In order to guarantee that the quantity H(t) L α (M×[0,Tmax)) is invariant under this rescaling, we must have, for any x and Q > 0,
Letting k = α − n − 1, we obtain
A solution for this functional equation is f (x) = x k . Actually, we can show that the functional equation (3.2) has the unique solution with the form f (
This is a reason why we restrict ourself to the H k mean curvature flow.
The key step in [5] is to establish a version of Michael-Simon inequality. When k = 1, this type of equality has been proved in [5] . Considering the H k mean curvature flow, one should generalize the Michael-Simon inequality to a "nonlinear" version when k ≥ 2. The first trying step is how to find a suitable "nonlinear" number Q satisfying the property that it reduces to the original definition (that is, Q = n n−2 ) when k equals 1. There are lots of such choices on this step, for instance,
The first two numbers are easily to think about, but the third one is not so easily to find out, since there are at least two rules to obey: one should be compatible with the Hölder's inequality, Young's inequality, and interpolation inequality in the process of the proof; the second one is that we should find an analogous inequality which is the original one when k = 1.
Remark 3.2. Here we give a heuristical proof why we chose Q = kn kn−(k+1) . Starting from w = v a with some constant a determined later and using the original Michael-Simon inequality (see below) we have (in the following estimates we omit constants in each step)
From Hölder's inequality and Young's inequality, one has
, where we put the wight 1 b on both sides (the reason will be seen soon), and
We let
Therefore. a = q(n−1)
.
There are two reasons to set . However, other reasons, e.g.,
k , can be seen in the detailed analysis of the proof. The above is an exploration for finding a suitable number Q, and, of course, is very naive and rough.
Let M be a compact n-dimensional hypersurface without boundary, which is smoothly embedded in R n+1 . The original Michael-Simon inequality states that for any nonnegative, C 1 -functions w, one has
Here c n is the constant depending only on n. More precisely,
Before proving the main theorem in this section, we state some elementary integral inequalities which can be proven by Hölder's inequality. 
Here dµ is the volume form of M and Vol(M ) is the volume of M .
Also, we will use the inequalities (c.f. [2] )
where a 1 and a 2 are any nonnegative numbers.
Let M be a compact n-dimensional hypersurface without boundary, which is smoothly embedded in R n+1 . Then, for all nonnegative Lipschitz functions v on M , we have
where A n,k and A n,k are constants explicitly given by (c n,k = c n · (k+1)(n−1)
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that given in [5] . The case that k = 1 and n > 2 has been proved in [5] , hence we may assume that k, n ≥ 2. Let
Plugging it into (3.3),we have
If we let a n,
, then, using Hölder's inequality and the inequality (3.4), one concludes that (since kn
where r, s are positive real numbers satisfying
where a, b, ǫ > 0, p, q > 1, and
we derive that, for any ǫ > 0,
There is a natural way to find a suitable value of s, when we use the interpolation inequality to bound the first term appeared above using L 
According to (3.10), we must have
Applying the interpolation inequality to our case gives
where the constant µ is determined by
Thus, together with Jensen's inequality, we yield
Simplifying above implies that
Let (Here, we may assume that H L r (M) = 0; otherwise it is trivial.)
Therefore, we have (note that
The condition (3.9) turns out r > n. Setting (k + 1)r r − n = r gives us r = n + k + 1 which is our required result. Plugging the explicit formula for a n,k in terms of c n,k into above and using Lemma 3.3, we obtain
Noting that the coefficient appeared in the first term is less than that in the second term, we obtain the inequality. 
where the uniform constant A n,k is given by
Proof. Replacing v by v 2k k+1 in Theorem 3.3, we obtain
Taking the kth root on both sides gives the required inequality. Theorem 3.6. Let n and k are integers bigger than or equal to 2. Consider the 
where B n,k,T is the constant explicitly given by
and β = 2 + 
The assumption f (x) · x ≥ 0 implies that
consequently, the volume is deceasing along the GMCF. This fact combining with Lemma 3.2 gives
On other hand, we have
From Lemma 3.2, we obtain
Plugging it into above inequality, one yields
, which is the required result.
Remark 3.7. If k = 1, then k+1 k = 2; hence we do not need to use Lemma 3.2 to control the terms by L 2 -norm and carefully checking the proof gives B n,1,T = A n,1 , which is the constant derived in [5] .
Moser iteration for the H k mean curvature flow
In this section we generalize Lemma 4.1 in [5] to the GMCF, in particular, to the H k mean curvature flow. The proof is similar to that given in [5] , but it doesn't directly follow words by words from [5] since the differential inequality now involves an extra term f ′′ (v)|∇v| 2 . When f (x) = x k and k = 1, that is, the classical mean curvature flow, this term automatically vanishes. Since the mean curvature H(t) along the generalized mean curvature flow satisfies
we should study the differential inequality
Let η(x, t) be any smooth function on M × [0, T ] with the property that η(x, 0) = 0 for all x ∈ M . Later, we will chose η(x, t) to be a smooth function only relative to the variable t, satisfying the above property, and f (x) = x k .
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the integers n and k are greater than or equal to 2.
, where
The set S, in general, may not be empty. For example, let v(·, t) = H(·, t) ≥ 0 and suppose that f (x) = x k , Ω = R + , and f ′ (H(t)) ≥ C 2 > 0 along the GMCF; we immediately see that the conditions (ii) (iii), and (v) are satisfied. For (iv),
This will be applied to our case.
Proof. Applying the test function
Integrating by parts gives
Recall the evolution equation for volume form
Combining these formulas and the assumption (iii), we conclude that
The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality gives (where ǫ > 0) 
(In the following we also use the notion Λ which is the first term of A.) It gives us, for any s,
Using Theorem 3.6, one has
, where q > γ γ−2 . Noting that 1 <− 1 < γ 2 and using the interpolation inequality, one gets
where the constant ν is defined by
, which is our required result.
Taking some special smooth function and using the Moser iteration, we can prove that the L ∞ -norm of v over a smaller domain is bounded by some L β -norm of v over the whole manifold M × [0, T ]. Corollary 4.3. Suppose that the integers n and k are greater than or equal to 2.
There exists an uniform constant C n > 0, depending only on n, such that for any β ≥ 2 and f ∈ S we have Corollary 4.4. Suppose that the integers n and k are greater than or equal to 2 and that n + 1 ≥ k. Consider the H k mean curvature flow ∂ ∂t F (·, t) = −H k (·, t)ν(·, t), 0 ≤ t ≤ T ≤ T max < ∞.
If
along the H k mean curvature flow for some uniform constant C 2 > 0, then there exists an uniform constant C n , depending only on n, such that
where F n,k,Tmax = E 1/k n,k,Tmax
Proof. Let f (x) = x k : R + → R. From the evolution equation for H(t), ∂ ∂t − ∆ f,t H(t) = |A(t)| 2 g(t) · f (H(t)) + f ′′ (H(t))|∇ t H(t)| 2 g(t) ,
we know that G(t) = |A(t)| 2 g(t) and all conditions in Corollary 4.3 are satisfied. Hence there is an uniform constant C n such that
Taking kth root on both sides, we have
If we chose β = n+k+1 k ≥ 2, then it follows that
By the definition of E n,k,T and C 1 , the required inequality immediately follows.
Remark 4.5. When k = 1, the assumption n + 1 ≥ k is obvious. but for k ≥ 2, this assumption is necessarily needed in our proof. In the forthcoming paper we may remove this condition.
Proof of the main theorem and further remarks
The proof of our main theorem is similar to that given in [9] , hence in this section we only give a sketch proof. From Hölder's inequality, it is sufficient to proof the theorem for α = n + k + 1. Note that the quantity H Suppose that the solution can not be extended over T max . Hence we know that |A(t)| g(t) is unbounded as t → T max . Let λ i (i = 1, · · · , n) denote the principle curvatures. Then
Thus, H k+1 (x, t) is also unbounded. We can chose a sequence of times {t
with lim t→∞ t (i) = T max and a sequence of points {x
Therefore there exists an integer i 0 such that (Q (i) ) 2 k+1 t (i) ≥ 1 for any i ≥ i 0 . Define
